
Dear Bill, 	 3/24/94 

The clippings with your 3/21 qre are interesting.when Ell readrs
k.1./ 

 them I'll send 
tfiem to Ginocchio. I'm a bit amused at the WSJ puffing up the moonie rag in Washington. 

• 
What it does not say it that to this moment it appears to be all smoke, no Clinton fire. 

Tne 2ixtc GOPs are misusing it to make it difficult for the governemnt to function while 

the make cheap points on suspicion only. When the Clinton's lost money on the deal there 

can t be much to any of it. I've stopped reading any of those stories. It is indecent to 

do with no more than inuendo and susfcion what the 11oonie sheet and the GOPs are doing. 

Dole I suppose is so instinctively dirty thaAt comed-hataallr- naturally for him. But 

among decent conservatives it tars the GOP. 

Which, by the way, did prepare the bulets that quadrupled our national debt to the 

point where what you correctlyiiheeds being done cannot be because there is 1$o way for 

meetings those necessary costs. 

I hope that some people down there start suing the hell out of each other. I should 

explRin: those that should have done it and haven't, so you can get in on some of it. 

While I think the advice you say you give younger people is good, to get gov- 

ernment jobs, right now they are trying to cushion the firing of a large number of federal 

workers who believelithey had lifetime jobs. 

I imagine sole practitioners are having a tough time becinse they lack the retainers 

the firms get that tide them over when business is scanty. 
Reagan and Bushts.Jent the money raised by taxes for road and bridge work on other 

things instead and now t)iey are in terrible shape with no means of paying for what needs 
creW/ 

to be done. Their conggt were not conservative-they were rra0. But they have people 
oNi  

believbng them and not seeing the consequences. And a;enen demanding nore for less, too. 

I got some recently disclosed HSCA stff the meaning of which seems to have been lost 

on others, including th fine man who gave them to me. I've written a too-long Afterward 

on them for MOM. AGAIN! Important stuff. I have a student who can do some typing, begin-

ning, I hope day after tomorrow. 

Hope all is well with both of you. I think of jou first thing with that citrus. 
I've gotten to where I can peel the Temples how without making a mess, thin-skinned as 

they are. hi I'm glad they section easily. Wier eating! 

Thanks and out best, 


